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Newspaper, officials
settle conflict at OU

Mayor Bortlett says
administration eyes

By Rick Beasmaa
Staff Reporter
A conflict between Ohio University
tOU i administrators and The Post, the
campus newspaper, has tentatively
been settled
Peg Black, director of public
information at OU, said the problem
arose when the administration asked
that in return for the University's
subsidy ($32,752 according to The Post I
the University would take one page per
week in the paper and would pay
production costs for the page
But The Post insisted that the page
be considered as an advertisement by
the University and that the flat rate of
$19943 be paid, according to Debbie
Yukich, associate editor of The Post.

surplus of $300,000
By Ctady Smercuu
Staff Reporter
A city in "excellent financial shape."
and one with an eye to the future is the
picture Mayor Charles Harden
yesterday painted of Bowling Green
The city administration anticipates a
(300,000 surplus at the end of th.. . t,
and is making plans to relocate city
offices, improve streets, sidewalks,
and storm sewers in Ward II. construct
a new sewage treatment plant and
channel more money into parks and
recreation
PRESENT INTEREST rates and
careful investment of city funds
account for the extra $300 000.
according to Bartlett The money,
along with funds obtained from the sale
of revenue bonds will be used to
finance the construction of off-street
parking lots
The city is receiving $360,000
annually from the federal revenue
sharing program, "all of which is used
for capital improvements, with heavy
emphasis on parks and recreation."
said Bartlett
City offices, except for the police and
fire department, and the city utilities
department, soon may relocate to the
old public library building on North
Church Street The city is presently
negotiating tlie purchase of the
structure with the Wood County
District Library Board of Trustees
Council has informally agreed to the
proposal and the Library Board of
Trustees has set a price
WOOD COUNTY also is asking the
city for a committment to move its
police department and municipal court
into the county building M '"'irt Street
to share facilities with the county
sheriff's department and county court.
If council okays the county's
proposal, the police department could
be completely moved into the new
facilities by August. 1976. and the
municipal court could be moved
sometime in 1977
City offices are now located in the
city building on West Wooster Street,
while the city utilities department is

housed in a separate building east of
the Penn Central railroad tracks on
East Wooster
The city also plans to install new
pavement, sidewalks, curbs, storm
sewers and utility lines along streets in
Ward II Property owners are being
assessed $800,000 of the $2 million
project with the remainder being paid
for through revenue sharing and city
income tax funds
Bartlett explained that the city has
had trouble getting the project off the
ground because it must first acquire 37
parcels of land "That's not going to be
easy." commented Bartlett "We'll
probably have to go to condemnation "
POE DITCH should be covered once
the city is able to complete
construction of a new sewage
treatment plant east of Interstate 75.
The city and the University already
have negotiated a land trade, the city
receiving the 40 acres it needs for the
plant east of Interstate 75 in exchange
for 20 acres of land west of the
interstate
Construction of the $7 million plant
cannot begin until Bowling Green
receives a federal grant for 75 per cent
of the cost However the wait may be
long, because Bowling Green ranks 611
on a list of Ohio communities waiting
for the grants
"Perhaps someone will see the light
and get us up on the list of priorities. '
said Bartlett
I cant believe 610
communities in Ohio are worse off
than us in this matter."
Bartlett said lie feels the University
and community have a healthy
relationship with each other "If
there's any problem. I'm not aware of
it," he added.
"W'> meet with the University on a
regular basis " he said University administrators and city officials meet
about twice yearly to discuss the city.
University, and their relationship
When questioned about student
interest and involvement in community
government, Bartlett replied, "We
don't see that much interest on the part
of students, but the faculty and staff
are more involved in various
committees and commissions."

"THE PILLAR" appeared in
Monday's edition and will appear every
Thursday hereafter, she said
A
disclaimer reading paid for by Ohio
University" appears on the page.
Black said the page will serve as a
weekly newsletter carrying items
concerning cultural events and notices
of interest to the faculty "Their (The

Mayer Charles Bartlett

Sirica opens Watergate trial;
Ehrlichman's identity confused
WASHINGTON (AP)-John J Sirica looked over the
heads of men who once ran the government and spoke in
judicial tones to 155 plain citizens who had filled i>p most of
the caverous courtroom
"We are here." he said, "for selecting a jury in a criminal
case
With that. Sirica. 70. began the trial of United States vs
John N Mitchell, et al Some say it may provide the final
and definitive telling of the Watergate story
WHILE SIRICA admonished the prospective jurors that
the trial may run through Christinas, former White House
domestic affairs chief John D. Ehrlichman practiced a
talent learned in the 17 months since he left potter.
Looking over Sirica's head to the four statues of
Justinian. Moses. Hammurabi and Solon. Ehrlichman
sketched busily with a ball-point pen. The four figures surely
were part of Ehrlichman's education as a lawyer.
Outside the U S. District Court House, a dozen young
Yippies had greeted Ehrlichman and his silver-haired wife
Jean as they approached the door

A heavy-set young man in a blue denim jacket chased
after the Ehrlichmans. and spit upon the right sleeve of
Ehrlichman's gray business suit.
When the young man attempted a second assault, he was
chased and briefly grabbed by one of Ehrlichman's lawyers.
PAUSING BEFORE he entered the courtroom.
Ehrlichman was approached by a U.S. marshal
"Do you have a ticket, sir''" the defendant was asked.
Ehrlichman appeared confused
The question came again. "Do you have a press pass?"
The former presidential adviser said quietly. "I'm John
Ehrlichman." and was ushered into the wood-paneled

courtroom.
Inside, there were handshakes all around, a reunion of
sorts
Among the three principal defendants. H.R.
11.<ldrin.m came last, passing briskly by Mitchell to greet
Ehrlichman and his kiss his wife.
Realizing he had overlooked Mitchell. Haldeman retraced
his steps back across the room to shake Mitchell's hand.
They were not such friends in the days when both were
serving the presidency of Richard M. Nixon.

Case may take months
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Watergate cover-up case went to trial
yesterday with the judge predicting it
will be months before the jury renders
its verdict upon three men who once
sat with Richard M. Nixon at the
government's high command
"Every effort will be made to
conclude the trial before the holiday
season,
but this cannot be
guaranteed," U.S. District Judge John
J. Sirica said as he began the painstaking process of selecting a jury from
more than 600 panelists.
Before him were three men once
counted among the most powerful in
government, now joined as defendants
in a criminal conspiracy case
JOHN N. MITCHELL. Richard
Nixon's law-and-order attorney
general; H R. Haldeman. who ran the
executive branch as chief of staff: and
John D Erhlichman. who wielded
presidential influence over the nation's
domestic programs.
Along with co-defendants Robert C.
Mardian and Kenneth W. Parkinson,
they are accused of plotting to hide
responsibility for the Watergate breakin through "deceit, craft, trickery and
dishonest means ''
In addition, all but Mardian are
accused of obstructing justice and
Mitchell. Haldeman and Ehrlichman
face multiple charges of lying to
investigators about Watergate.
They arrived separately at the
federal courthouse, a mile from the
White House, and shook hands warmly
in the courtroom in their first reunion
since they pleaded innocent to the
charges seven months ago.

Liko two neighbori (hatting over a picket fonce, Alice
Boyle (left), sophomora (Ed.), and Nancy Sanders,
freshmen (Ed.), stop to exchange friendly words over a
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THE TRIAL, one of the most
publicized in history, attracted a dozen
pickets outside the courthouse. And at
the entrance of the large ceremonial
courtroom on the sixth floor,
spectators stood in line waiting for one
of the few available public seats.
For the jury selection. Sirica had
available the regular October
courthouse pool of 1.000. But not nearly
that number were expected to be
needed to make the final panel of 12
jurors and six alternates.
Tt»r» were 155 in the first contingent

of prospective jurors to be questioned
by the judge and by the noon recess 42
of them had been excused for personal
reasons.
He said that because of the publicity
surrounding the case it will be
necessary to sequester the jurorskeeping them apart from their families
and friends for the duration of the trial
SIKICA SAID that he will hold trial
from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday but warned that there
may be days when he will extend the
hours to 6 p in and hold half-day
Saturday sessions

Once the jury is selected, the trial
will move to the second floor
courtroom where Sirica tried the seven
Watergate break-in defendants in
January. 1973.
Sirica expected to learn officially on
tomorrow whether former President
Nixon will honor prosecution and
defense subpoenas for his appearance
as a witness.
The President's lawyers are
expected to claim that the blood clot
and phlebitis that caused his
hospitalization will prevent a personal
appearance by the former president.

Post) main audience is to the
students...they have to pitch it, their
news, to the broadest audience."
Yukich said Dale Keiger, editor of
The Pott, left the Sept 19 meeting at
which the request was made with the
understanding that the page would be
paid for as an advertisement
Yukich said that on Sept 23. Black
told Keiger that advertising rates
would not be paid and University
President Harry Crewson denied
agreeing to pay the rate.
SHE SAID Crewson then asked for
the advertising rates, which are "$300
flat, the lowest we can go" for one full
page. Yukich said Crewson was told
this would be cheaper than having the
University pay its own production
costs. She said she thought the matter
was settled
However, when a dummy of the page
arrived, there was no advertising
disclaimer and only $37 was offered for
the page, according to Yukich. She said
$37 only covered the price for paper
and ink.
The Post refused to print the page
and an editorial written by Keiger and
Yukich called the situation "an overt
attempt to seize control of part of The
Post "
THE EDITORIAL said The Post
wanted the page to be a paid
advertisement by the University which
would carry a disclaimer reading
"Paid
Advertisement.
Ohio
University." Thus, the University
would avoid being accused of
manipulating The Post or exercising
editorial control and The Post could
not be called a "University
mouthpiece."
Yukich said the morning following
the edition carrying the editorial, a
meeting of The Post advisory board
was called. The board. Yukich said, is
a University standing committee
whose purpose is to advise The Post.
"We were not informed of the
meeting at all," she said, adding that
one of The Post's editors is considered
a member of the board
BUT SHE said The Post learned of
the meeting and its location by
accident and attended
At the meeting, it was decided'that
the words "paid announcement" could
appear on the page and the reasons for
the flat rate of $200 were given. Yukich
said.
However. Black said the issue is not
completely settled and negotiations
are underway so a suitable rate for the
page can be set.
"At this point I want to see a
contract." Black said. "I think it is all
going to work out "
Black called the situation
"a
misinterpretation of intentions. On the
part of the administration this was an
effort to not influence editorially The
Post."
"The kids got way off base . I think
they are somewhat embarrassed at
this point." Black said.
Yukich said the misinterpretation of
intentions was done by the
administration and added that Keiger
and herself are
In no way
embarrassed by what has happened.

Faculty Senate starts evaluation
of COUGAR recommendations
By Mark Dodosh
Staff Reporter
Faculty Senate yesterday began
what apparently will be the slow,
deliberate process of considering
recommendations by the Committee
on University Government and
Reorganization
(COUGAR i
for
changes in the Faculty Charter
After spending considerable time
debating how they would conduct
debate on the recommendations, the
senators moved into an open discussion
of six articles from the COUGAR
report.
Although evaluation of the President
is the responsibility of the Board of
Trustees. COUGAR recommended in
Article IV that a University-based
group also assess periodically the job
the University president is doing.
THAT ARTICLE also suggested
setting up an advisory committee to
the president,
known as the
"President's Panel." Matters
concerning the University s welfare
and welfare of the University
community would be discussed
Definitions of a student, faculty
member, and administrative officer
are included in Article II. entitled
"The University Community " The

Faculty Charter presently examined
only the faculty aspect of the
community.
Major functions of the Provost's
office are described in Article VI of
COUGAR'S recommendations. It gives
the selection and evaluation processes
used for the provost's post, and allows
the provost the right to develop and
implement University policy in
conjunction with the Council of Deans.
AN UNNUMBERED article deals
with establishing a joint conference of
the Senate Executive Committee
(SEC) and the Provost's office as a
communications link for those two
bodies.
Academic Council's authority in
University policy-making matters is
discussed in Article V. The
organization,
responsibilities
and
membership of that body also is
covered in that article.
Article III. Section 3 performs
similar defining functions for Faculty
Senate, focusing upon its policymaking duties.
In other action. Senate chairwoman
Dr. Ramona Cormier announced that a
series of forum discussions "for airing
academic concerns" would begin in
November during regular Senate
meetings

THE DEBATE IN November
centers on the issue of faculty salaries.
while another in December will deal
with the University's academic state.
These discussions will be open for
public participation.
Dr. Stuart Givens. professor of
history, was elected vice-chairman of
the Faculty Senate for this academic
year. He filled the vacancy created
when Dr. Cormier took over the Senate
leadership this summer from Dr.
Sheldon Halpern. who became viceprovost for faculty affairs.
Senators also elected Dr. Harold
Fisher, assistant professor of
journalism, to serve as the
University's representative to the Ohio
Faculty Senate for this academic year.

Weather
tiny

and cool today and
High today in the wooer
nd low SO*, low tonight In the
30i. High tomorrow in the upper
40k and low 50. Probability of
precipitation near loro today and
tonight.
TOW.
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leaders want henry
schoolhouse money
can be better used
Once again the question has arisen as to whether or not the University
needs $50,000 to move a one-room brick schoolhouse to campus as an
educational museum
The question can be answered only by the State Board of Control, which
must approve such an expenditure.
Since the inception of the plan. University officials have argued that
the $50,000 could not have been used for any purpose at the University
other than the schoolhouse. and that therefore it is of no consequence that
such a structure has little purpose.
They argue, also, that if the University does not use the money some
other institution or agency will.
But such arguments do not change one simple fact: to use $50,000 for
such a purpose would be tantamount to waste.
Examine needs around this state: there are children, poorly clothed,
living and starving in ghettos in Ohio's cities; there are social programs
being cut back because of lack of funds; there are roadways across the
state that are hardly worthy of being called paved.
And that is certainly not all. The list of things in Ohio that could be
improved is long
Yet Rep Arthur Wilkowski (D-Toledo), a University alumnus, saw fit
to propose a bill to give the University $50,000 for a trinket.
And. sadder yet. the legislature approved
So the job of saying 'no' to a ridiculous expenditure falls to the State
Board of Control, which only last January wanted to withhold $227,000
from the University because the school went over its enrollment ceiling.
If the board can raise questions about something like that, it should
ll> question
lllll'N'lll the
III' 'little
11(1 II red
II II schoolhouse.'
.., I|,n,|ii,.|, ,,
certainly

fords testimony
The news that President Gerald R. Ford will personally testify before a
House subcommittee to answer questions about his pardon of former
president Nixon is encouraging.
America is still suffering from shock as a result of Ford's pardon of
former president Richard M. Nixon, and a few answers concerning the
pardon would be in order.
In a letter received Monday by Rep. William L. Hungate. chairman of
a House Judiciary subcommittee, the President said he would answer
questions raised in House resolutions 1367 and 1370.
If nothing else, Ford's appearance (which may occur within the next 10
days) will show he has more courage than most previous presidents.
Abraham Lincoln was the last president to testify before Congress.
The President is hoping to boost public confidence in himself and the
government by showing he "has nothing to hide" through his appearance
before the House subcommittee.
The public confidence needs the boost only an honest President could
provide.
- ,

dst death
The Senate has sent a bill to the White House which would return the
nation to standard time for the four winter months.
President Ford should sign the bill into law.
The experiment with Daylight Savings Time during last winter's
energy crisis went over like a lead balloon. If you were around last winter
and happened to have an eight o'clock class, you know why.
Students would benefit from the return to standard time during the
winter. It would shed a little light on the morning.

Sine* Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger's role in the CIA
"destabilizing" operation in Chile was
revealed, be is once again being
accused of perjury. Kissinger's critics
are asking the same question asked of
former President Nixon Is anyone
above the law?
Foreign diplomats, however, are
upset over the attacks on Kissinger.
Some have let it be known that they
consider Kissinger almost
indispensable to continuing the EastWest detente and settling the Mideast
crisis.
With Richard Nixon gone, only
Kissinger has a personal relationship
with the key leaders-Soviet party
leader Brezhnev in Moscow. Chinese
Premier Chou En-lai in Peking.
President Sadat in Cairo. President
Assad in Syria and Prime Minister
Rabin in Israel.
The Soviets are particularly uneasy
over Kissinger's future. They have
developed a special relationship with
him. which they want to continue. They
respect him as a formidable
adversary But they have developed a
trust in him which makes it possible to
deal with him. They are unsure
whether they could establish the same
relationship with his successor.
It was to quiet these fears that
President Ford gave his ringing
endorsement of Kissinger at the United
Nations.

Jack

Aaderton

Since the CIA Chile operation was
revealed, meanwhile, secret
diplomatic cables have been pouring
into the State Department reporting
that foreign leaders everywhere
believe the CIA is working against
them.
The cables from India, for example,
report that Prime Minister Indira
Gandhi believes her government may
be a CIA target. And Greek leaders,
according to the cables from Athens,
are convinced that the CIA was behind
the trouble on Cyprus.
We have seen secret documents
which tell of CIA bribes to leaders in
Africa. Asia and Latin America. But
we have also seen intelligence reports
of Soviet and Chinese undercover
activity to undermine democratic
governments.
The question is whether the United
States should get down and operate on
the communist level.
ECONOMIC KNAVES: President

WASHINGTON-DId Henry
Kissinger merely order the CIA to
"destabilize" Chile or did be order
Allende's assassination? Many people
around the globe may find the
distinction not worth making.
President Ford waves the matter off
by saying that whatever kind of dipsydoodle we ran in Santiago, the natives
loved it. His Vice President-designate
tells us that we can find descriptions of
similar activities in "The Art of War,"
written 2.500 years ago by Gen Sun
T'zu.
Not much of an argument
Nevertheless history does tell us one
thing about political assassination-and
that is, it invites retaliation in kind.
Philip I of Spain learned that when he
tried to have Queen Elizabeth wasted.
The next thing'he knew, she had
gunsels waiting in the (larked doorways
of Madrid, trying to get off a shot at
him
If it should ever be discovered that
Lee Harvey Osward was a Cuban
agent, it would take no effort of
imagination to think that a Fidel
Castro might have dispatched the
killer to Dallas to avenge the CIA's
attempts on the Cuban boss's own life.
When three major political figures are

JERRY FORD WILL NOT TAKI MY BALL AWAY, BECAUSE I AM STANDING ON JERRY FORDI'

Lerrers
I call attention to the precarious
state of affairs that humankind now
occupies in time Inevitably history or
environmental circumstances infuse a
centralization of power into the hands
of one man or several men occupying
similar positions of power
centralization throughout the world
Bemusing, is it not. that women do
not occupy these centralized power
positions? If historical time allows,
women will counterbalance men in
these positions.
By power centralization positions I
mean those positions as the presidency
of the United States, that for all

practical purposes put the entire
national resources at their access
Now in the time of a world wide
monetary crisis, these men of power
are infused with still even more
centralized power and for all practical
purposes, dictate to their public, their
will for them in economics, warfare.
and in the realm of social relations
I PRESIDENT FORD is operating in
a "state of national emergency" that
was proclaimed by Nixon in 1971)
These men, singularly and
collectively, control the individual's
daily activities so insidiously that you.
reader, and I are barely aware of it
Thousands of young men were
brutally coerced into committing
grievous sin against fellow human
kind, to murder them in the name of
"national'' egosim lor "honour" as

BLUNT ADVICE: Republican
congressional leaders have given
President Ford some blunt advice
They reminded him that he started out
making decisions by himself when he
first took over the Republican
leadership in the House. This got him
into hot water, so he began listening to
the other leaders. He was far more
successful, they suggested, after he

the great tradition
removed from Kennedy's neck and a
bullet taken from the abdomen of a
shooting victim who recovered,
television producer William Weisel.
did not exhibit 'common class
characteristics.' and therefore were
not fired from the same gun ''

Nicholas
von Hoffman

murdered and another is nearly so in
the space of a decade, It becomes
harder and harder to accept the idea
they were all gunned down by lonely
nuts acting out the murderous and
private fantasies of sickened minds.
YET IF anyone seems to have been
the victim of just such an assault It was
Robert Kennedy. A roomful of
horrified people saw Sirhan Bishara
Sirhan murder the New York senator
but did they? Richard Raznikov.
writing in the Pacific Sun. a San
Francisco area weekly, has come up
with evidence that does cast some
doubt on the official theory ol the case.
He tells us that after Sirhan's trial,
"a group of citizens sued the Los
Angeles police for the right to examine
the ballistics evidence. Herbert
MacDonnell, director of New York's
Laboratory of Forensic Science, and
William Harper, former head of the
Pasadena police crime lab and onetime
chief of ballistics for the Office of
Naval Intelligence, were finally able to
conduct the kinds of tests the police
would have conducted had they been
seeking the truth Spectrographic
analysis proved that the bullet

let's hear from you

destroy all
weapons

Ford's economic advisers have
managed to make themselves look
foolish.
His economic czar. Alan Greenspan,
told a group of poor people that
stockbrokers have suffered the most
from inflation. Federal Reserve Board
Chairman Arthur Burns blamed the
public for runaway prices and
Agriculture Secretary Earl Butz
suggested that Americans kill off half
their pets to save food.
But the participants in President
Ford's economic summit have a better
suggestion. In their private
discussions, they have generally
agreed that the President has to make
a clean break with the economic
policies of President Nixon if he hopes
to restore public confidence.
Public confidence is the most
important weapon needed to fight
inflation. And the public has simply
lost confidence in the Nixon economic
team, which President Ford has now
inherited.

Nixon propagandized) and at the same
time expose their unique creation;
themselves to a hail of lead explosives,
fired at them by others the same,
concurrently and brutally coerced with
lies by similar men.
Now this nation and several other
nations possess ultimate weapons,
enough destructive explosive capacity
to malm, burn to crisps, and obliterate
forever you and I from earth
This terrible capacity is at the
disposal, for all practicality by the
man in centralized power land "it"
can be done 100 times over I.
ONLY by his command can these
forces be unleashed (unless the most
grievous of errors is committed and a
nuclear accident occurs), only by his
command can they be destroyed or
dismantled forever, sending them to

The BG News welcomes all letters to
the editor and opinion columns. Letters
may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum ol 300
words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed
pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right to edit
all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws ol libel
and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the
author's name, address and phone
number, and may be mailed to the
Editor, co The BG News. 106
University Pall

the sun would be a good idea
You and I and every human on the
face of the earth should set a time in
the near future when all peoples
everywhere refuse to work, eat or
move until these men in centralized
power have sent every destructive
weapon known to man to the sun or
dismantle totally, once and for all.
these weapons. And never again bring
the tools of war back into existence.
If this condition is not met then it is
the collective bodies of peoples' right
to depose these tyrants and achieve the
same, for the sake of life.
The time is long past for action. Let
us set into motion the information to
the concerned in our sphere now.
Destroy the destroyers forever.
i name and address
withheld by request I

Raznikov's hypothesis is that there
was another gunman in the room, and
it was he who killed Bobby Kennedy
The trouble with such propositions is
that, while they do punch difficult-toexplain holes in official explanations,
they are seldom able to give us much of
a ciue as to who the "real" killer may
be. It is for that reason that nobody has
been able to discredit the Warren
Commission report. If Lee Harvey
Oswald didn't murder President
Kennedy, then who did?
But there has been at least one
political murder case in which it does
appear that the wrong man was
accused and the public was badly
misled as to what actually took place.
On Feb. 15. 1933, in Miami, a certain
Giuseppe Zangara attempted to
assassinate President-elect Franklin
Roosevelt. Zangara's bullets missed
FDR. but hit Anton Cermak. the mayor
of Chicago, who was also on the
speaker's stand. He lingered until
March »th; on the 9th Zangara pleaded
guilty; on the 10th he was sentenced to
death; and 10 days later the sentence
was carried out.
Saul Alinsky. the late radical
organizer, who knew many of the men
involved in this intrigue, said that an
FBI ballistics test showed that
Zangara could not have killed the
mayor of Chicago. Again, the second,
unseen gun theory, but with this
murder there was no trouble figuring
out who owned the weapon. According
to Alinsky. Cermak had been stalked
by the Mob for weeks and. he said, the
Chicago police had pulled two
gentlemen named Jack (Machine Gun >
McGurn and Murray (The Camel i
Humphrey off the same train that took
Cermak to Florida.
The Motive was also suggested
After being sworn into office. Cermak
is supposed to have called in Frank
(The Enforcerl Nitti. Al Capone s
successor, and told him. "Look. I was
elected as a reform mayor, and as you
know reform is very expensive, so I'm
doubling the price of everything."
Alinsky said that Nitti told Cermak
there was no way the mob could pay
that kind of protection money and
make a profit on its bootleg whiskey.
WAR WAS declared with Cermak
using a group of-suburban gangsters
and the Chicago Police Department to
run the mob out and take over the
business. There was at least one
attempt on Nitti's life, and then there
was no more Cermak.
The result of Cermak's death was
that order, if not law. was restored in
Chicago, thus proving that
assassination can work as well there as
in Chile
Since we're now being told that all
politicians do it and have been doing it
for 2.500 years, why should we make
moral objections? Assassination and
counter-assassination may be as close
as we'll ever come to having the old
men who start the wars fight them
Copy rigkt. 1*74. The Waskiagioa Post
Kits. Peataret Syadicate

began consulting with them.
As President, he has relapsed into
making decisions all alone. He failed to
consult Republican leaders about
pardoning former President Nixon
The decision has backfired badly
He also failed to consult them about
removing George Bush as Republican
National Chairman. Changing the
party leadership at the height of the
political campaign has brought an
outcry from Republican candidates all
over the country
The President agreed with their
advice and has dutifully promised to
consult them hereafter on major
decisions
NIXON'S WOES: Friends of Richard
Nixon tell us he is in no condition to
testify at the Watergate trials. He is so
depressed, they say, that he can't bear
to discuss Watergate. Any crossexamination, they fear, would cause
his emotional collapse
They definitely hope, therefore, that
the court will accept his phlebitis
condition as medical grounds for
excusing him from the witness stand
The discovery of a new blood clot in
his lung has strengthened his case.
Nixon had been subpoenaed earlier
to be deposed in a Watergate-related
lawsuit But his friends feared he
couldn't stand the emotional strain.
They persuaded him to enter the
hospital the day before he was
scheduled to testify.
Our court sources believe Judge
John Sirica will eventually order
independent doctors to examine the
former President. Sirica is expected to
study their diagnosis of Nixon's
physical and emotional incapacity
before ruling if he must testify.
If the doctors believe he is too ill to
appear in court, the judge is expected
to order Nixon's deposition taken
quietly at San ('leniente
WATCH ON WASTE: The President
wants to trim $5 billion from this
year's budget He invited key Senators
to the White House for a dinner the
other evening to discuss budget cuts.
Budget Director Roy Ash gave them a
list of proposed savings. The Senators
couldn't agree on any of them. Each
Senator stoutly defended his own pet
projects while arguing strenuously that
the other fellow's ought to be cut
WASHINGTON WHIRL: President
Ford is fiercely opposed to the
campaign reform that Congress It
fashioning He objects bitterly to the
public financing of presidential
campaigns. He has pulled strings on
Capitol Hill, therefore, to kill the
campaign-spending bill.
In the aftermath of Watergate, it is
likely that Congress will pass the
reforms. And Ford, rather than risk
public wrath, will undoubtedly sign the
bill.
The
General
Services
Administration is holding in "courtesy
storage" some 1.100 boxes of gifts
Richard Nixon received while he was
in the White House The value of the
gifts is estimated in excess of $2
million.
Special Prosecutor Leon Jaworski
has assigned a task force to examine
the questions raised by the foreign
gifts, particularly the jewelry. As of
now, say our sources, he is leaning
toward the conclusion that most of the
gifts belong to the government.
Some major stumbling blocks stand
in the way of a Cuban-American
detente. There is the billion-dollar
question, for example, of the property
Fidel Castro seized from U.S.
interests.
On the other hand. Castro would like
to get rid of the U.S. naval base at
Guantanamo. The two governments
will probably agree to resume normal
travel, but it is not likely the United
States will give up Guantanamo or that
Castro will make full payment for the
seized property.
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•5 Simon discusses energy, money
WASHINGTON IAPI-Treasury Secretary William
E. Simon said yesterday
thai President Ford will
announce a new energy
conservation program lor
the nation next week

Simon, attending the
annual meeting of the
International Monetary
Fund (IMF) indicated some
measures might be mandatory. He offered no
details, saying "that's for

Opera star to perform
at scholarship concert

Aftermath

SMi^MlhiM^rflWHdhO.lfmnkUnwwIUUryiMlchHlUwh^
sophomore at Control Stoto University. Forty thousand books woro destroyed
whon a tornado movod through the campus last April and destroyed sixteen
buildings. (AP Wirophoto)

Mildred Miller, mezzosoprano with the Metropolitan Opera Company, will
headline the School of Music
scholarship -concert
Wednesday. Oct 9
Donations for the scholarship fund will be collected at
the door Miller has donated
ber usual lee to the School of
Music fund
Miller has performed in 48
states and appeared at the
White House during the
Nixon administration. A
native of Cleveland, she
appears each season with
the Met as part of a full

University offers practical experience
By Lorraine Jameson
Staff Reporter
The Washington Semester
program at American
University in Washington.
D.C.. provides students with
academic work and
practical experience
'The major thrust of the
program is not purely
academic." said Paul
Cappuzello. administrative
assistant to the director of
the
MAP program.
"Academics is only one part
of the educational

experience. Students must
learn to relate to people in
their own field
"The program puts heavy
emphasis
on
field
experience." he said
"Students find out what's
going on in governmental
offices, and who is having an
influence on politics."
Students take part in
seminars, individual
research
projects,
internships, and other
course work. Cappuzello
said.
"These people do not do

Who's Who to select
48 University seniors
Forty-eight University
seniors will be selected for
the annual publication ol
"Who's Who Among
Students in American
Colleges and Universities "
Nominations, based on
scholarship,
citizenship,
participation.
and
leadership in academic and
extracurricular activities,
and general promise of
future usefulness to business
and society, will be made by
an anonymous committee

composed of faculty, staff,
and students.
Recommendations
by
academic
deans,
department chairmen,
members of the University
staff and organization
advisers and leaders, would
be sent to the Office of
Student Programs and
Activities. 405 Student
Services Bldg.. before Oct.
18.
Final selection will be
made by Nov. I.

clerical or busy work." he
said "They are actually
involved with the people or
agencies they are in contact
with They can use the
libraries and have access to
congressmen, governmental
agencies, and embassies
that focus on their
interests."
THE PROGRAM is
composed of six separate
curricula. Students can
choose a foreign policy
semester, urban semester,
international semester.
Washington
semester,
economic semester, or
science and technology
semester
The foreign policy
semester gives students the
chance to examine the
complex processes and
forces affecting foreign
policy decision making
Students enrolled in the
urban semester learn about
urban problems, and the
urban political system
The
international
development semester
permits students to study
the development of both rich
and poor nations, and the
Washington semester, one ol
the six curricula, gives
students a chance to see

American government in
action
The program was
expanded this year to
include economic policy and
science and technology
Analysis of economic
problems and a study of
various aspects of
economics comprise the
economic policy semester.
The
science
and
technology semester will
relate science and
technology to national
problems such as pollution,
the energy crisis, and
national defense
STUDENTS participating
in the program earn 24
credit hours for two
quarters
ol
work.
Independent study, in
addition to other course
work, can give the students
an extra six hours ol credit,
said Cappuzello
An interview, scholasticability, and the desire to be
a part of the program is the
criteria for admission.
Cappuzello said
"A grade point average of
2.5 is required." he said
"However, grades are not
overrated. We purposely
leave our requirements
rather vague so that we can
attract many different types
of students."

Students pay $260 tuition
to the University, and live in
residence halls at American
University, paying the same
rates as regular students
Students also pay travel
expenses.
We have in the past
attempted to provide
scholarships and we have
been very helpful."
Cappuzello said.
"The
provost's office. College of
Arts and Sciences, and the
Parent's Club among others
olten provide us with
scholarships "
Five University students
will be included in the
program this year
However, if any other
universities do not meet
their quotas, more students
may be allowed to
participate
Applications for the
program which runs from
Jan 16 to May 10 will be
accepted from Oct. 1 to Oct.
25in26ShatzelHall

concert schedule including
radio and television
appearances.
She has sung roles in "The
Barber of Seville."
"Madame Butterfly" and
"CosiFanTutte."
Her University performance at 8 |> in in
Recital Hall. School of
Music, will include Mozart's
"Patro."
Mendelssohn's
"Aul Flugeln des Gesanges"
and "Music for a While" by
Purcell
Miller will participate in
seminars with music students on Monday, Oct. 7. and
Tuesday. Oct 8 She also
will be the guest at a
reception planned by University President Hollis A
Moore Jr

the President to decide.''
At the White House, press
secretary Ron Nessen also
declined to elaborate much.
But he did say that "as far
as I know" gasoline
rationing is not being
considered.
AS FOR a possible ban on
weekend gasoline sales.
Nessen responded. "I can't
say one way or another ''
Nessen cited as examples
ol potential energy steps the
creation ol new car pools
and mass transit incentives,
such as town parking lees
Simon said the President's
new
policy
would
accompany the new
economic program he will
send to Congress And the
secretary said other oil
importing nations should
loliow suit with energy
production and conservation
programs ol their own to
help resolve global
economic
problems
stemming Irom high fuel
costs.
"GOVERNMENTS must
ask their people to do more
on conservation." Simon
said at a news conference
prior to his formal address
before the 126-member IMF

newsnotes
Pay increase
WASHINGTON I API-President Ford
yesterday set at 5.52 per cent the pay
raise for federal employes, rejecting
proposals lor a larger increase.
The salary increase lor an estimated
3.5 million civilian and military
employes goes intoelfect immediately.

EPA ban
WASHINGTON (APl-Environmenlal
Protection Administrator lEPAl
Russell E Train yesterday banned any
further production of the pesticides
Aldrin and Dieldrin for most farm uses,
citing them as probable cancer hazards.

Shell Chemical Co.. the sole
manufacturer ol Aldrin and Dieldrin in
the United States, announced it would
appeal to a federal court.
The EPA said the two pesticides are
used lor larm and commercial pest
control, but not in products used around
the home

Thieu speaks
SAIGON (API-President Nguyen Van
Thieu charged last night that the United
States reneged because of "internal
problems" on promises of increased aid
lor South Vietnam.
In a gesticulating, two-hour broadcast
and televised speech, Thieu also
rejected charges ol corruption against
him and his family and made clear that
he plans to run next year for a third
term

Cultural Boost presents

S.G.A.

Aerosmith

ATTENTION FRESHMEN
AND TRANSFER STUDENTS

and

The Student Government Association has opened its boards and has limited positions left on
committees for the fall, winter, and spring quarters. All boards are run through Student
Government and are comprised entirely of students. All committees are functioned through
Faculty Senate and are comprised of faculty members and a set number of students per committee.

BEGINS TODAY AT STUDENT ACTIVITIES, 405 STUDENT SERVICES
Below is a list of those boards and committees for which applications can be made.

Academic Affairs
Orientation
Organizations
Publications
Charities
Elections
Spirits & Traditions
Personnel

COMMITTEES

Mahogany Rush
In Concert

S.G.A. SIGN-UP FOR
COMMITTEES AND BOARDS
BOARDS

In his address. Simon said
he did not believe the world
was in imminent danger of
drifting into recession,
although other speakers had
raised that fear.
"I recognize this concern,
but I do not believe we
should let it distort our
judgment."
Simon said inflation is the
chief danger to world order
and vowed that the United
States would pursue its antiinflation policies diligently
"A PROTRACTED
continuation ol inflation at
present rates would place
destructive strains on the
framework of our present
institutions-tinancial. social
and political, "he said
"I do not believe the world
is in imminent danger of a
drill into cumulative
recession though we must
be alert and ready to act
quickly should the situation
change unexpectedly." he
added
Although President Ford
told the IMF Monday the
United States would play a
constructive leadership role
in solving the world's
economic problems. Simon
offered no new ideas in his
speech

Saturday Oct. 12th
8:30 p.m. Memorial Hall

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Academic Honesty
Ice Arena Advisory
Union Advisory
Health Center Advisory
Bookstore Advisory
Instructional Media
Publications

(1)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(4)

Those persons wishing to sign-up will be asked to fill out a short informational form consisting of ideas and interests. We hope that you will take the time and become involved with your
Student Government Association. Stop by the Student Activities if you have any questions.
We are located in 405 Student Services.

GET INVOLVED

Tickets: $4.50 in Advance
$
5.50 day of show
on sale at the Union Ticket Office

get your wings Ii

Pat* 4/The to N.W., Wednesdoy, October 2, 1974

Schoo/ of Music lacking facilities
By MarcU Cwik
Staff Reporter
Ever consider using a
restroom. an elevator, or a
Janitor's broom closet as a
study area? For many
students in the School ot
Music, these areas have
become their practice
studios due to lack of other
space in the Music Building
•'We call them our multilevel practice facilities'.''
Dr James P Kennedy
director of the School of
Music, said
Dr. Kennedy said the
School of Music has been
forced to branch out into
four other locations due to
the space problem They
have taken over Johnson
Hall, the second door of the
graduate center, a location
at 809 E. Reed St which is
their electronics center and
a location on First St (or
creative arts
Dr. Kennedy attributes
the problem to an overall
growth factor, including
student enrollment and
curricula
He said the School
Music, which is one of 35(1
schools accredited by the
National Association of
Schools of Music, has
"unique qualities ol teacher
expertise, including almost
a complete artist faculty
"MY PURPOSE has been
to assemble a faculty to
teach not only through
classrooms and studios, but

also through performance."
he explained.
This has been a magnet to
attract more and better
students, he said, and
consequently created space
constraints not ens isioned
10 or 12 years ago
"Prior to 1980. we couldn't
fill the building." he said
"Now we're in five
locations "
Dr Kennedy said the
curriculum has also
expanded since 1980. and
especially since 1970. when
the music education
department became the
School of Music and
separated from the College
Ol l-.cllll .lll'ill

We've attempted to
encompass
many
disciplines." he noted,
including conducting
history-literature ol music,
church music and majors in
every
orchestral
instrument
He said another growth
factor is that the school
oilers courses to pre-college
and graduate students
instead ol strictly
undergraduate students Tinschool has submitted a
proposal to the graduate
school to oiler a doctorate
degree
DR. KENNEDY SAID the
number ol concerts and
recitals has escalated :tOU
percent.
"There are days we have
two to three concerts going
on. and we average two in

three faculty recitals a
week." he said These are in
addition to bands, orchestra
and opera workshops, which
also require rehearsal and
performance space
"Support areas." such as
repair shops, design and
scene shops, and instrument
storage areas also take up
space, he added
Dr Kenned) said that in
addition
to
music
specialists, the school also
laces a drain OB space,
equipment
and teacher
time from hundreds ol nonmusic students
' We're dealing with those
who are bona lide students,
those who will use it in the
classroom and those who
take n as electives." he
said
He added that the School
ol Music tries to serve two
purposes as far as students
are concerned.
"We try to educate the
few lo earn a living with
music, and to educate the
many to learn lo live with
music of substance," he
said
BESIDES THE space
problem. Dr Kennedy said
the SCDOOl was also facing
severe budget constraints
One such area is equipment,
where he said there is an
urgent need f"i funds to
replace
or
rotate
instruments
"One ol our keyboard
instruments will get 25
years ol wear in one year."
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Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
presents

"rum '

he explained
He said the listening
center, which was ideal four
years ago. is now falling
apart since it was not
constructed to handle the
number of students who are
now using the center.
Dr Kennedy said the
replacement, repair, and
increase of equipment
places an "astronomical
strain on the budget."
ANOTHER DRAIN on the
budget, according to Dr.
Kennedy, is faculty input.
He said most of the teachers
have 20-hour teaching loads,
in addition to practicing and
performing • on and off
campus.
Dr. Kennedy said he felt
the outlook from Columbus
for a new music classroom
building was encouraging,
but they would have to wait
until January when the new
legislature convenes. Last
week, the University
requested 16.5 million for
the building construction.
He said money for a
performing facility would
probably have to be funded
through foundations and
private support

Music majors

Motto Mofotr. junior (Musk), and Bob Whorf freshman (Musk), share sheaf
musk and a room during a practice session. Crowded conditions in the School
of Music persist with little relief, despite that students are now also using
Johnson Hall and other buildings. (Newsphoto by Mike McNernoy)

Student votes may better campus life
Students will be helping
out the entire college
community by registering to
vote, according to Doug
Bugie, Student Government
Association
(SGA)
president.
"You're going to be here
for four years," Bugie said.
"The effect on your own life
will be felt here if you vote,
not in your hometown."
Wards I ion-campus I and
II l off-campus l in the city
are mainly composed of
students. Bugie said, who
could use their voting power
to elect a student as ward
representative on the city
council
BUGIE ALSO said.
"Enough
student
registration could pressure
town officials into looking
harder at student opinions."
For instance, he said, "with
a large student voting

enrollment.
council
members would be
pressured lo take more
immediate action.
SGA is funding Voter
Awareness, a campus
organization that has
information
about
candidates in all levels of
government.
Voter
Awareness placed a yellow
tag on each door in
residence halls last week
encouraging students to
register to vote and will
circulate two more notices,
Bugie said
To facilitate voter
registration, officials of the
Wood County Board of
Elections will be on campus
Wednesday through Friday
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. in the
Wayne Room in the Union
Last year students had to
register at the election
office on Lehmen Avenue.
In 1972, voter registration

was held on campus and
approximately 1,500
students
registered
according to Marilou Bay.
senior I A&S i and director of
Voter Awareness Bay said
she expects at least that
many students to register
this year.
STUDENTS will also be
able to obtain absentee
ballot applications for all of
Ohio's 88 counties,
according to a spokeswoman
for the county board of

It's a motion picture spectacle for the entire family - If you
enioy a movie musical, you'll stand up and applaud "That's Entertainment"!
A delightful memory of those times on film when Gene Kelly
and Fred Astair danced over rainbows — Judy Garland falls in
love with Clark Gable - and every movie had a happy ending.
Movies come and movies go, but there will never be another
"That's Entertainment" and I personally recommend it to everyone who loves movies.
However, should any patron feel 'That's Entertainment' is not
worth the price of admission, we will be more than happy to give
them a refund check for a future movie at our Stadium Cinemas
I cordially invite you to 'That's Entertainment."
Sincerely,
Fred C. Lent*
President, Armstrong Theatre
Metro Color- Rated G

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT on "FRANKENSTEIN"

CINEMA n
«! BOWLING GREEN'S
STADIUM PLAZA

STARTS TONIGHT!
EVE. 7:30 & 9:30

flndy Warhols

Trankcnstcin

That means a student
must live at the same
address in Bowling Green
for 30 days before the
November
election
Students that change
addresses in Bowling Green
prior to 30 days before the
election will not be able to
vote
Representatives of SGA
and University Democratic
Organization will be walking
through the Union during
registration
prompting
students to register

Language program opens
The department ol
Romance languages will
sponsor a r'rench (luster
College beginning next
quarter in connection with
the Modular Achievement
Program.
According lo Dr. Clifford

WELCOME HOME
IT'S MORE THAN A MOVIE
IT'S A CELEBRATION!

elections. Students wishing
to vote in their hometowns
may use the application or
write to their hometown
election office and give the
reason for their absence and
include their signature
The spokeswoman said
there
are
some
requirements that must be
met by the registering
student: students must be 18
years old and must be a
legal resident of Bowling
Green for 30 days prior to
the elect ion

DOLL
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J. Gallant, professor of
Romance languages, the
French Cluster is designed
for students who have never
studied French before
"It will be an intensive 10
week course where the
student will learn to
understand, read, write and
speak French." Dr Gallant
said
Dr. Gallant said, there
will also be a variety of
cultural experiences for
students to participate in.
including museum trips,
films, lunches at the French
House, community singing,
and French cooking.
DR. GALLANT said
although the French Cluster
will satisfy the College of
Arts and Sciences five
quarter
language
requirement in one quarter,
the student must be willing
to devote the quarter
entirely to French
"This type of program has
been tried experimentally at

diflerent colleges around the
country." Dr Gallant said
"Results on national tests
comparing students who
have taken the five quarter
lock-step language program
to those who have taken this
intensified type of course
have shown (hat students in
the intensive course do as
well as the other students
and in some skills do
better." he added
Dr. Gallant said that this
kind of program is ideal for
a major in another language
who would like to begin a
minor in French and
complete it belore
graduation
Students in the French
Cluster may not take other
courses since they will be
taking IK credit hours plus
language laboratory, testing
and receiving individualized
help Diagnostic testing will
be done to determine the
areas in which students need
help. Dr Gallant explained

THE BROTHERS OF

Phi Delta Theta
would like to
congratulate their
Sweetheart for 1974-75

525 Ridge
rVesf of McDonald

We'll outfit you
from head to toe —
Slacks
Shirts
Sweaters
Bras
Panties
Kneesocks
Coats
Hats
Scarfs
etc.
etc.
etc.

MISS JAN DUDLEY
OF ALPHA XI DELTA
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Possible change in scholarship
Women may find another
male-dominated
area
opening to them in the near
future.
A
bill
pending
in
England's Parliament could
change an award granted to
men
only-the
Rhodes .
Scholarship.
"The
trustees
are
in
support for a change."' said
Dr. Frank Baldanza. University English, professor
"But they are bonded to the
will of Cecil Rhodes."
Dr
Baldanza explained
that Cecil Rhodes, once a
commercial
industrial
leader, became extremely
wealthy from work in South
Africa
He decided that,
since he enjoyed this time at
Oxford University, he would

will money to be used as
grants for men from all over
the world who want to
attend Oxford.
"HE SPECIFIED in his
will that it was for men
only.'" Dr Baldanza said
"But now there is support
for a change so that women
can compete for it. It's just
a matter of breaking the
will '
He said that there was one
recent case where a woman
from the University of Minnesota
applied
for
the
scholarship.
She
was
rejected.
""Her university backed
her up and the American
Civil Liberties took the case,
but it's just too soon yet for

the change." Dr. Baldanza
said
He added that he knows of
no other time that a woman
has applied for it.

THE

SCHOLARSHIP.

which gives up to three
years study at Oxford, includes about J4.80Q a year in
addition to travel costs to
and from Oxford
Other requirements of the
applicant are that he is unmarried, at least a junior
standing and between the
ages of 18 and 24.
"The applicant must also
have some interest or skill
in athletics, though this does
not
necessarily
mean
varsity
sports.''
Dr.
Baldanza said

Bike registration necessary
About 1.500 warnings have been issued to
bicycles not registered, not locked or not
locked to a bicycle rack, according to Dale F
Shaffer, director of Campus Safety.
Shaffer said 225 bikes were lost last year, a
19 per cent increase from the previous year
He said it is almost impossible to recover a
bike that has not been registered.
Shaffer said he is hopeful that the warnings
will encourage persons to register their bikes
but if not. we'll have to consider other ways
of encouraging bicycle registration and
security."
He said 1.631 spaces are available in metal

racks and 420 spaces exist in wooden racks
More racks can be purchased if the need
exists.
Pliers and wire are available at Parking
Services, according to Shaffer, for those
needing it to attach the registration plates to
their bikes An engraver is also available for
those who need to put a serial number on
their bike
The registration fee. which is SI. lasts for
the lifetime of the bike Registration is
available at Parking Services in Commons
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday

local briefs
Student teaching
Students planning to student teach
winter quarter must contact the office
of student teaching if they have changed
their address this fall, according to a
spokeswoman
for
the
College
of
Education.
Students failing to change their
address will not be placed in student
teaching positions.

Art show
Graduate art students from the
University
and
Western
Michigan
University will display samples of their
work in the gallery of the University's
Fine Arts Building from Sundav to Nov.
8
Graduate students at the two schools
said
this
project
will
stimulate
creativity, provide showing experience
and offer the local community a chance
to enjoy fresh talent.
Viewing hours will be 8 am - 5 p.m.
on weekdays and 2-5 p m weekends

Nurse lecture
Barbara
Bain,
family 'nurse
practitioner for the Wood County Health
Department, will discuss her profession
at noon today at the University Center
for Continued Learning. 194 S Main St.
Part
of a series of
lunchtime
conversations, the brown bag talk is free
and open to the public
Bain will explain her role in managing
the health and psycho-social problems of
the patient and his family.

Europe
Student air fares to Europe are still in
effect despite the elimination of the
special rates while traveling within the
U.S.
Opportunities and facilities open to
American students are plentiful in
Europe according to Student Overseas
Service (SOSi. French and German
language courses on U.S.
college
branches in Europe are open to all
students.
Jobs are available to any student
staying longer than six or eight weeks.
Most jobs are in motels, ski resorts and
restaurants. No experience is required,
and standard wages are paid
Any student interested in traveling to
Europe may obtain information about
jobs and student travel news by sending
their
name,
address,
educational
institution and $1 to SOS. Box 5176. Santa
Barbara. C A 93108

Music recital
A recital of selections from J.S.
Bach's Clavierubung, Part III" will be
presented at 8 p.m. Sunday by organist
Vernon Wolcott. The recital, in Recital
Hall. School of Music, is free and open to
the public

Scholarship
A $500 gift from the vice-president of
an area manufacturing firm will be used
for a scholarship, awarded to an
entering
freshman
organ
student,
according to Dr. J
Paul Kennedy,
director of the School of Music
Judges from the School of Music
faculty
will
base
the
award
on

We,
need
you.
If you can spend some time,
even J tew hours, with someone
who needs a hand, not a handout
, .ill your local Voluntary Action
Center Or write to" Ybfuntccr."
■VMI
Washington. DC 2001)
The National Center for
Voluntary Action.

Pisanello's
is no
longer
accepting
personal
checks.

competition to be held Feb. 15.
Candidates must be seniors in an
accredited high school during the 1974-75
school year, and have completed and
returned
an
application
available
through the School ol Music, bv
Dec. 31. 1974

"It
just
means
that
Rhodes did not want only
bookworms' to get it. but
rather
a
well-rounded
person. " he expla ined

•A** '

LEADERSHIP
qualities
and a good moral character
ara also considered. Dr Baldanza said. The area of
study is open, he added
"Basically
though,
Rhodes meant to try to
foster international understanding
through
the
award." Dr Baldanza said
He said that there are 32
scholarships available to
Americans, on a regional
basis, so that Bowling Green
men would be competing
with other students in neighboring states rather than on
a nationwide basis.
"This area includes Ohio.
Michigan, Wisconsin. Illinois.
Indiana
and
Kentucky." he explained
Anyone interested in applying
for
the
Rhodes
scholarship must do so by
Oct. 31. Applicants should
call Dr Frank Baldanza.
Department of Knglish. for
forms and information
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programs for which regular
annual appropriation bills
have not been passed
President Ford announced
his veto intention if an
amendment cutting off military aid to Turkey survives
c Senate-House conference.
THE President said the
amendment by Sen Thomas

Film editing program
The
American Cinema
Editors I ACEl. a non-profit,
honorary society of film
editors,
have
announced
their 1975 Student Editing
Award Program in which
students compete for a
trophy.
Participating students will
edit identical sets of film
tracks
Entries
will
be
judged by a panel of professional film editors
This year, the Program
has
again
received
the
cooperation of CBS Studio
Center and Leonard Freeman Productions by using a
sequence from the television
series "Hawaii Five-0."

requests is Oct. 10. A fee of
825 must accompany the
request. Only the first 125
requests
will
be
accommodated.
The top three winners will
be dinner guests at the
annual
ACE
"Eddie'"
Awards.
Students wishing to participate
must
send
the
following
information
to
ACE. 422 South Western
Ave.. Los Angeles. Ca.,
90020. with the 825 fee;
name; home address; telephone number; address for
receipt of the film during
daytime hours. school name
and mailing address, and
film
course
instructor's
name.

THE DEADLINE for film

DELTA ZETA
sends

F.
Eagleton
iD-Mo I
adopted 57 to 20 Monday
night, would deprive the
United States of its negotiating
flexibility
and
influence
in efforts
to
negotiate
agreement
between Greece and Turkey
for peace on Cyprus.
"It is my intention...to
withhold my consent In any
continuing resolution which
reaches my desk containing
language such as found in
the Eagleton amendment.''
Ford said
In
Ankara,
Turkey.
Defense Minister Hasan Isik
said the Senate vote to suspend military aid to Turkey
would have no effect on
Turkey's Cyprus policy
Isik said Turkey is trying
to maintain
the
recent
improvement
in
D.S.Turkish relations and added.
"We are now waiting to see
what action will be taken by
the U.S. government."

military aid amounting to
about $12 million to Chile
Kennedy told the Senate
the military dictatorship'
in Chile
is engaged in a
continuing pattern of gross
violations of human rightsincluding the torture of
political prisoners "
ADOPTION of his amendment, he said, would "put
the I'nited States on record
in favor of restoration of
human rights."
Adopted 52 to 31 was an
amendment by Sen. Alan
Cranston iD-Calif.l making
progressive cuts
in the
25t
Admission

monthly spending rate for
foreign aid as long as the
program continues without
new authorizing legislation.
The cuts would start with
30 per cent in November and
increase by 10 per cent each
month until it reached zero
next June.
Chairman John L. McClellan (D-Ark I of the Senate
Appropriations Committee
appealed to the Senate not to
load the resolution with
policy
amendments
that
might deadlock it in conference with the House
25<
Admission

UA0 Presents:

Folk Music
by

Alex Bevan

ALTHOUGH word of the
possible veto was relayed to
the Senate by senior Appropriations
Committee
members, the Senate voted
within
minutes tu
add
further restrictions lo the
continuing money measure
It adopted an amendment
by Sen Edward M Kennedy, 52 to 31, to cut off

in the Cardinal Room
of Union
Beer
Served

Fri. 9:00-12:00
Sat. 9:00-12:00

INTERESTED IN POLITICS?

Best Wishes

JOIN THE BG COLLEGE

to all

Fall
Rushees!

REPUBLICAN CLUB
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
WEDNESDAY OCT. 2,7:00 P.M. - TAFT ROOM, UNION

zL isanello s

QUESTIONS: CALL 372-1806

's booteru
I t|M.lllt. llHllHI'.ir lot 11 MM .11 Ml M.HIHII W0

203 N. Main

Mon.-Fri. 11-9
Sat. io-6

W. Ui. Fmh Dough

Bowling Green, Ohio

Stadium Plaza
Center

Fast FREE Delivery

MENS SHOES

IN OUR PORTABLE OVENS

Phone [352-51661
5 P.M. - 1 A.M. Daily — 2 A.M. Fri. 4 Sat.

Reg. $23.95 thru $35.95

SIZES

NOW* 15.00

Diameter — 10 Inch

Cheese

$1.55

11 Inch
$1.90

14 Inch

II luck

$2.45

$3.50

Each Item Add

.30

.40

.50

.65

Extra Cheat.

.25

.30

.35

.45

$2.55

$325

$425

$5.70

Deluxe1

300 EAST
W00STER ST.

Practically hiddon by
hands

WASHINGTON (API-The
Senate voted yesterday to
reduce foreign aid spending
in steps and also to cut off
military aid to Chile, despite
the warning of a presidential
veto
The foreign aid provisions
were attached to a pending
stopgap resolution providing
funds for various federal

'/< pound freshly ground pure beef,
a slice of mellow cheese along with ham
on toasted sesame seed bun,
french fries and cole slaw

$1.00

-«

Senate votes to cut foreign aid

WEDNESDAY IS
DOUBLE-R-BAR
BURGER PLATTER

I

•h.

HEY
PODNERS!

$ DOLLAR DAY *

m

ITEMS:
Ham

D.lu.« — in<!ud«i Papparom, Sautaga, Mwahroomi.
Gr..n Pappari and Oni.ni
Pappa/oni
•

•

OrMa

Soft Drink in 16

S.ui.ge
"appari

OL

•
•

Muthroomt
Olivet

*
•

Or. leaf
Anchoviaa

Bottku PEPSI- 7 UP - OR. PEPPER 3<X

SPECIAL GROUP
Reg. $17.95 thru'32.95

NOW* 10.00

Pot* 6/Th. IO Mews, Wednesday, Octwk»r 3. 1974

'Ifhen Thrifty Shopping is a Pleasure

Great Scot
MHNDir fOOO STORES

WEVE STILL GOT VARIETY, QUALITY,
GUARANTEED SERVICE & 7 DAY BONUS BUYS!
-V
BUT DON! FORGET TO CHECK THESE

EVERYDAY DISCOUNT PRICES
IN EVERY GREAT SCOT STORE!

DAILY CROSSWORD
PUZZLE
Copf '74 Gcn'l fetrtun Cotp.
58 Admire.
59 Medley.

ACROSS
1 Actrrin Paige.
6 The CreM
Commoner.
10 Footnote terra.

60 Not decided.

61 Maiden.
62 Noticed.

63 SaintDOWN
1 Small amounta.
2 In • line.
3 Noted person.
4 Surmlaea.
5 Mining term.
6 Feeler.

14 Praying figure.
15 Of Mara: Prefix.
16 Girl in a aong.

WE RESE ME QUANTITY HUNTS

17 Nonaenae.
19 Clothed.
20 Do ■ fleaning
job.
21 Diacritical mark.

7 Wrath.

23 Soak, ai flag.

8 Three-line
atania.
9 Trifled (with).

24 One ol the
Gorgona.
25 Abatea.
28 Indian mountain
paaa.
30 Beautr parlor
item.
33 A famoua gal.
34 Hindu tillea.
35 Homo.
36 Barred.
38 Seance
phenomena.
39 Bond or deed,
in law.
40 Worthlcaa.
41 Pray: Lat.
42 Senegal'a capital.
43 Delicate.
44 Flower.
45 Man'a nickname.
47 Power project
initiala.
49 Song: Fr.
51 Say it again.
55 Verb suffix.
56 Conceited fellow.

10 Cot.

11 Be romantic:
Phraae.
12 Type ol type:
Abbr.
13 Art movement.
18 Got too big for.
22 Seaport in Natal.
24 Unlr. degreea.
25 Ancient chariot.
26 Light wood.
27 Tmncheona.
29 Stowed away.
31 Propheta.
32 School theme.
34 Southeaatera.
35 Short tune.
37 Recrnita.
38 Color.
40 Compete.
43 Coda.

44 River of llra.il
and Argentina.
46 Bolivian Indians,

ANSWER 10 PREVIOUS PUIIIE

5

48 Brilliant planet.
49 Single room.
50 Firat Chineae
dynaaty.
51 Church image.
52 Chancel'a
neighbor.
53 Numerical
ending.
54 Common auffixee.
57 French "co."
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FINANCIN6, I'M NOT
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CAMPUS CALENDAR

Call Sharon 352 7065

Wednesday. October 2.1*74

Visit the Mad Artist Colony'
Corner of S Prospect <> Byalk,
Handcrafted jewelry & pottery
Posters, wooden shoes, unique
gifts made to order Open 10-8
Mon thru Sat

Tonight at 7 p.m in the Alumni Room of the Union the Women's
Hi-. ASMK will have a Leg Hoard Meeting

DINNER BELL

■'

\

-*m>~ CL3SSIFIED
Eck)ink.n The Hath to Total Awareness 19 having an introductory
discussion tonight at 8 p in in the Wayne Room of the Union The
topic I, .1111 about the worlds beyond."

THRIFT-PIK
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-,/f BUT, MY SONM
YOUHAVCA
TV MOST HONORABLE
RECOUP OF SERVICE!
HJHYDONT YOU APPLY
FOR SOME SORT OF
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Congrats Delta Tau Brothers on
tugging 2nd place - Your Delt
LIT Sues
Sig Ep Haunted House Friday.
Oct 28
Interested in politics" Join the
BGSU college REPUBLICAN
CLUB Org meeting Wed Oct
2. 7 p m Taft Room. Union
Questions'' Call 372-1806.

The B.G Photo Club will meet in Room 114 ol the Education
Building at 7 tonight.

For your photographic needs
portraits, passports, applications & etc Weissbrod Studio
123 W. Wooster 354-9041

Attention undergraduate women tryouts for Falconettes. precision
figure skating group, at The Ice Arena, 10 15 p.m. Oct 3

WANTED

B (i Ko Sulemi Dojo Karate Club will meet Wednesday. Oct 2
from 7 30 to 9 30 p.m. in 201 Hayes All interested students and
faculty welcome

Drummer & bass player looking
for other musicians to reform C
& W hand 352-8S50

The PACE Club. Physical Activities Center for Everyone, will
meet in Koom 204 of Hayes Hall tonight at 6 p.m

2 in rinniis for Cherry Hill
Apts Call 352-6464

RIDES

Riders wanted to Pitts area
Fri Oct 4 Call Carl 352-0443

TI SR-50 calculator for sale
(140. save 116 Call 352-6436
Jeff

Female needs room - Call 3527439

Camera
Mamiya Sekor
mm SLR $130- 352-7731

1 male roommate for apt close
to campus 372-2988

Acoustic 370 Bass amp. Richenbacher bass guitar, new Call
352-6346 or 352-9090 Best oiler
Ask lor Jim

Ride available to Chicago, most
weekends. 352-7387
Irish student needs ride to NYC
Oct 4. 5. 6 Share expenses
Phone 352 6077 (8-101
Ride needed to Syracuse. NY.
or vicinity (Rochester!
Columbus Day weekend Will
share S Call Beth at 352-9296
LOST AND FOUND
tound. black & gray striped
kitten. Third St. and Manville
Call 352-0635
LOST Lost vicinity ol Htrshman or Library
White
iridescent oval pendant gold
setting
Very sentimental.
Reward (all 372 5587
LOST
Ladies silver bullva
watch. Sentimental value. Reward offered Call 364-3041
LOST: Please help a freshman
1 lost a blue suede purse with an
apple my first week here. If you
have it. please call Betsy
Rinker, 372-4427
HELP WANTED
Need babysitter Irom 12 30 to 5
p.m everv Thursday lor 1 child.
352 0500.

Opportunities available: no
experience necessary Tutor
children, plan and coordinate
recreation programs for
children and the aged, work
with TMR children Credit
toward Ed work experience
For more information call 3527534 Meeting for all interested
Wed Oct 2, 6 p.m at UCF
center.
ATTENTION
STUDENTS
WIFE: need a job1 Babysitting
days, weekly. Very near
campus Ph. 352-8332 after 6
p.m.
Drivers with own car lor
delivery
Hourly rate plus
mileage Apply at Mr Ed's
Pitta Pub. 532 E Wooster.
Applv in person between 2 and 4
p.m Starling pay Si 90 1004 S
Main
SERVICES OrTERED
All freshmen interested in the
possibility ol a time-shortened
baccalaurente through tbe
Modular Achievement Program
(MAP) are invited to attend a
meeting on Wednesday. Oct 2.
at 7:30 p.m in the Pink
Dogwood Suite ol the University
Union.
^^^

Houseboy needed Call 2-2588 or
2-2387.

Abortion Information Service.
Clinic very close to area 1-24
week pregnancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist.
Immediate arrangements will
be made with no hassle Call
collect. 24 hour service 216-6311557

RN's and l.l'N s needed Call
353-8411

Jr. very interested in babysitting wk nites and wkends

Serious guitar keyboard
progressive rock 353-6815.

lor

Used bike lapprox 110-201 desperately needed' 352-7065
Female roommate wanted lor 2bed.-m api |fio mo 352-0911
1 male roommate needed at
Cherry Hill. Call 352-9136 after
5
PERSONALS

FOR SALE
Sleeper sofa, chair, free for
hauling away 354-3152.
1972 Datsun 240Z Excell Cond
4-speed. 29 000 mi Call 332-3956
Fremont after 5 30

35

1962 Chew 8100 or best oiler
Call after bpm 352-0291
MINOLTA - ROKKOR 35 MM
WIDE ANGLE Fl 8 W CASE
CALL 874-5944
Sekir speakers. 3-way.
woofer. 1100 pr 352-6281

12"

Interested in politics" Join the
BC college REPUBLICAN
CLUB Organizational meeting
Wednesday Oct 2,7 P.M.. Taft
Room. Union Questions? Call
372-1806

12 x 60 Mobile home, lurn Call
354-7251 or inquire lot 123 Gypsy
Lane estates

SAE's - thanx lor the great tea.
we're looking lorward to having
another one with you soon' The
Sisters of Delta Gamma.

FOR KENT

Jann - We are so happy for you
and Dave. June isn't far away!
Congrats on your engagement
UTB.theDG s

Yo-Yo: Remember tbe Teddy
Bear in 66" Call Pat 352-8986

Still looking lor a place to rent
this Fall" If so. stop out to
CHERRY HILL VILLAGE and
see why we have tbe best apartments in town FALL leases
available "Cablevuion available'' 2 bedroom furnished and
unfurnished apartments. 853
Napoleon Rd Suite 5 For inlo
call 352-6248 Hours 9-12 Mon
thru Fri Married Couple's
rates. $225. unfurnished rates.
SH5

MMl'SIC MAJORSK
CASH for your used music
texts and method books
Little Okie Music Shoppe
138 North Main St.. B.G.

PreletTed Properties still has
openings for fall If you need a
place to live give us a call. 3529378 Indoor heated pool, sauna
and whirlpool

It was such a spectacular
moment, but did you have to
faint" Congrats Betsy and
Dennis on your engagement!
Much happiness, tbe D.G. 's.

Post Versalog Sliderule. like
new condition 352-4671
Apt to share Thurstin Apts 211
Contact Car I ton Woods
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Mark Glover

Mature Robinson ready
w
h to assume top position
We now turn to chapter 10 of the Frank Robinson story.
The latest rumors indicate that Robinson will soon
become the manager of the Cleveland Indians If this
happens, the baseball superstar will become the first black
manager in the history of the national game.
THE HIRING of Robinson would break down an ancient
baseball barrier and perform a great service to the game
Robinson has matured into a capable leader and almost any
club he managed would benefit
We have been observing the Robinson story for some time
now. and it is an interesting saga to say the least. The story
begins in the early I960 s when Robbie" achieved fame for
his hitting performances with the Cincinnati Reds
Almost immediately, the superstar was in trouble with
the Reds' management. He and Vada Pinson made a
number of controversial statements that appeared in the
newspapers and the acts ol one were identified with the
other
For example. Pinson had this little hobby He liked to slug
reporters Since Robinson was one of Pinson's close friends,
he was always linked to the act in some way or another
IN THE mid-1960s. Robinson was not playing up to par
according to the Cincinnati management. He was not
playing up to par simply because he was not putting any
effort into the game. The Reds labeled Robinson "an old 30
I years old >'' and traded him to the Baltimore Orioles
The trade may be the worst trade the Reds ever made, but
it also may be the best thing that ever happened to
Robinson Being dealt to the Orioles was a slap in his face
and the outfielder became determined to prove more than a
few people wrong
A determined Robinson won the American League's Most
Valuable Player award in 1966 It is at this point in the story
that Robinson matures into the capable baseball leader he is
today. It's interesting to note that one of baseball's original
"bad boys" has achieved such status. Try to imagine controversial Dick Allen becoming manager of the New York
Yankees in 1900
In recent years. Robinson's name has popped up a number
of times for managerial jobs. Even the world champion
Oakland As were considering Robinson for the top job last
year But the position has never been finalized
IN THE meantime, the slugger has been managing winter
ball clubs in the Latin American leagues with some success
Whether Robinson's past is keeping him from the job or
the ancient baseball tradition of prejudice is involved is not
known. But the issue should not be avoided any longer

Robinsorushould have his chance If he fails, it will be the
same failure committed by countless white managers

Senior
co-captain
Mark McConnoll returns for his final Mason as a member of
the BG golf loam. McConrwll placed sixth in
the golfers fall qualifier last week with
rounds of 71, 72, 77
and 77, Th* Falcon
linkstors will play in
th* Wolverine Invitational ot the University of Michigan this
weekend.

I SAW Jackie Robinson in his last public appearance
before he died In 1972. the former Brooklyn Dodgers star
said that he would not be completely happy until he saw a
black manager in the dugout. It was something the great
warrior was never to see.
The Cleveland Indians or any other professional club could
make Jackie Robinson's soul rest a little easier by hiring
Frank Robinson

Newspaper says
Robbie top man
HARRISBURCPa (AP>-The Cleveland Indians plan
next week to name Frank
Robinson as major league
baseball's first black
manager, a newspaper said
yesterday
The Harrisburg Patriot
said a reliable source told it
of tentative plans to
announce Robinson's new
role at a news conference
next Tuesday.
THE INDIANS obtained
Robinson Sept.
12 on
waivers from the California
Angels. He was given a
player's contract estimated
at $180,000 for the 1975
season.
As manager, he would
replace Ken Aspromonte.
who was dismissed by the
Indians last week
The Patriot said Robinson
U expected to be a playing
manager next year, trying
to achieve goals of 20 major
league seasons. 600 career
home runs and 3.000 career
nils

ROBINSON, 39. has been
used by the Indians as a
designated hitter and first
baseman He is batting .250
this year with 20 home runs
and 63 RBIs
In his 19-year major
league career, he has won
the most valuable player
award in both the American
and
National
leagues.
Entering the 1974 season, he
had a lifetime batting
average of .298 with 552
home runs

Golf squad features balance
By Dick Bees
Assistant Sports Editor
Balance is the key word
for Bowling Green's 1974
golf team as the 12-man
varsity
squad
was
announced by coach John
Piper after last weekend's
fall qualifier.

Four seniors, one junior
three sophomores .ind lour
freshmen will make up this
year's varsity team, which
will
get
its
initial
indoctrination this weekend
at
the
Wolverine
Invitational
at
the
University of Michigan

Freshman Gary Trealei

McKinley tops AAA prep poll
COLUMBUS. Ohio 1AP1-Canton
McKinley's
awesome 73 points and 662
total yards against Alliance
last week have vaulted the
Bulldogs into the No 1 spot
in The Associated Press
Ohio high school football
ratings
The margin, however, is

Wrestling
A meeting will be held at 4
p.m.. Monday, in 202
Memorial Hall for anyone
interested in trying out for
the varsity wrestling team

one scant point
Upper Arlington, another
former state poll king which
led last week, earned 227
points to 228 for McKinley in
the statewide voting by a
panel of sports writers and
broadcasters.
And only six points away
in third place is another exstate champion. Warren
Western Reserve. 4-0-0, like
the first two powers.
Akron St. Vincent-St
Mary and Plain City Alder,
the respective Class AA and
Class A pacesetters, avoided
this week's shakeup.
ALDER,
a
Madison

SKY DIVING
free movie
and
orientation

Wed., Oct 2nd
7:30,210 Math-Science Bldg.

Falcon Collegiate Sport
Parachute Club

County power, piled up 208
points. 22 ahead of runnerup
Bluffton Bluffton was third
a week ago. but No. 2
Portsmouth Notre Dame
stumbled
before New
Boston
St. Vincent-St Mary, the
1972 state playoff champion
in its class, had a 28-point
margin on second-place
Warren Kennedy, which

leaped two spots from last
week St Vincent-St Mary
has 188 points to 160 for
Kennedy.
There were two new laces
in Class AAA this time. No
9 Niles McKinley and No 10
Columbus Whitehall
No
newcomers cropped up in
the Class AA top ten while
Windham. in 10th place,
made its first appearance

among the Class A leaders
In Class AAA. Warren
Western Reserve again was
third followed by Warren
Harding.
Cincinnati
Mueller. Cincinnati Elder,
Lakewood
St
Kdward.
Findlay.
Niles and
Whitehall

nl Warren, paced the 72-holt'
qualiler with rounds of 72.
74. 74 and 69 for a 289 total.
SOPHOMORE
Jim
Decker, the Falcons second
leading golfer last spring.

finished second with a 293.
Freshman John Miller
was next at 295. and senior
CO-captains Ken Walters and
Mark Mct'onnell followed
with a 296 and a 297
respectively
Senior non-letterman Bill
Esch 'and freshman Dave
I4.isi.-I tied fo f'xth place
with 301 totals to| btwool
the lour open positions on
the varsity squad
The two other open
positions were filled by
senior Bruce Keller and
Ireshman Scott G interl. who

ATTENTION

The brothers
of

ALL INTERESTED MEN

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

THETA CHI
RUSH PARTY
WED. OCT. 2
7-9 P.M.
rides available in
RODGERS
KOHL
KRIESHER

CONKLIN
HARSHMAN
OFFENHAUER
AT 6:45

invites you to

RUSH
Oct. 3,7,9

SIGMA NU
RUSH

tied lor ninth place with 306
totals
I.F.TTERMEN
Kay
Ameen (3021, Steve Mossing
13101 and Bob Smith (326>
round out the varsity unit.
Piper also announced the
lineup for this weekend's

meet It will be Walters.
McConnell. Decker. Ameen.
Treater and Miller
The Falcon golfers, after
a sixth-place finish in the
Mid-American Conference
I MAC l last spring, hope to
regain the conference title
back this year

BIGELOW
f MUSIC SHOPPE
,|

"The Original Music Shoppe"

• Guitar Lessons available with
John Gerry & Staff
• Exclusive franchisee! dealer
on Epiphone Guitars & other
Name Brands.

• Oct 1st -1 week only -10%
off on all Epiphone Guitars
• Special • Pitch Pipes • *3.75
• Sheet music, methods book,
folios, etc.
• Musical accessories and instruments
126-130 E. Wooster - 353-7303

Plan Your Get-Togethers
With

©^orM <spvm>
KING — FatSak is always king but especially
so in this King Sak, measuring a grand 50" x

QUEEN — Move the Queen to your patio, family room or teenager's room. It's just the right

7:30-9:30
TONGUE-TINGLING
REFRESHMENTS
FIND OUT ABOUT
THE SNAKE HOUSE
LOCATION: EAST SIDE
OF NEW FRATERNITY ROW
NEAR WOOSTER ST.

';;:^-;':r::-:^-:;'^':'--
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Dick Rees

Falcons need consistency at QB
Any hope* the Falconi have for a winning season (his fall
will rest on consistent play from the quarterback
It's as simple as thai
Bowling Green has a very inexperienced team. Many of
the starters are underclassmen and a total of 15 sophomores
and freshmen are listed on the top two BG squads
The situation at quarterback is no different.
Two sophomores and two freshmen make up the Falcons'
signal-calling corps Only one, sophomore Mike Booth, had
varsity action before this season. Last year, he connected on
four of seven passes for 75 yards.
BOOTH HAS started all three games this season, but has
not gone the distance in any game
So far. freshman Mark Miller of Canton has proven to be
the best quarterback for the Falcons He was at the controls
when the Falcons came from behind to dump Dayton two
weeks ago. and he engineered the win over Western
Michigan last Saturday
Sophomore Bill Eyssen and freshman Bruce Harsha arc
talented passers who could step in any time But for now.
its Booth and Miller
An injury forced Booth out of the Dayton game and Miller
came on to complete six of twelve passes for 53 yards. He
also picked up 39 yards rushing on 11 carries

Booth came back last week to win the starting assignment
against the Broncos He failed, however, to move the
Falcons in the first half, and head coach Don Nehlen opened
the second half with Miller.
MILLER AGAIN responded effectively, completing eight
of 14 passes for 89 yards and running for 36 yards in nine
carries.
Based on his performances so far. Miller deserves the
starting nod against Toledo this weekend. He's been more
competent at generating offensive drives and he has been
connecting with his receivers more often than Booth
Booth's a dandy quarterback too. but he hasn't been
effective in the first three games Maybe the pressure of
being the starting quarterback is affecting him
Whatever his problem. Booth has not displayed the
consistency that is needed to guide the Falcons through a
winning campaign
MIRACLES CANNOT be expected from BG's
quarterbacks this season Everyone knows that the position
is the most important on the offensive unit. And with only
three offensive starters returning to the Falcons this year,
an even greater responsibility falls on the BG quarterback
to get the job done.

Miller has bad it easier, coming off the bench. If he does
get the starting call this Saturday, it will be interesting to
see how he performs.
No matter which quarterback starts this week and
regardless which one plays the most this season,
consistency is the big word. Inconsistent performances
from the quarterback will probably result in inconsistent
team play.

THE QUARTERBACK is the key to a successful year
Whenever a team experiences a losing season, the
quarterback gets the most criticism. When they win, the
field general is usually praised
Regardless of the Falcons' final record this fall, nobody
should find fault with BG's quarterbacks. They are young
and inexperienced. But they do have talent
Only time will allow their talent to shine through.
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Surprising Boles leaps
into top receiver spot
By Dai Garfleld
Assistant Sports Editor
Note to Falcon football
fans That was John Boles
at wingback who caught
four passes in the Western
Michigan win last Saturday
That may be hard to
swallow, but it was the 5-11.
174-pound junior who moved
from obscurity to the
number-one pass receiver
on the Falcon squad this
year
Boles, who was listed as a
third-team quarterback last
season, was transformed
into a wingback and has
established himself as the

Swimming
A meeting will be held at
4:30 p.m. tomorrow. In 103
Men's Gym. for anyone
interested in trying out for
the swimming team.

top BG pass-catcher with
eight receptions for 100
yards this year
But what Falcon football
fan would have guessed that
Boles, who at first glance
looks more like a recruit out
of Arthur Murray's dance
studio when he's out of
uniform, would be leading
the Falcon pass receiving
crew this year.
But once he's in grid gear.
he waltzes along the
sidelines with graceful
moves
THE FORMER all-Toledo
prep star said the battle for
a starting spot has been a
long and rough climb, but
now that he's elevated to the
first team, he wants to stay.
"It feels great to be able
to play,'' Boles said "My
main objective is to stay in
the lineup. I try to
concentrate and hustle to do

BG freshman Miller
wins MAC honor
Freshman quarterback Mark Miller has
been voted Mid-American Conference lMAC)
"offensive player of the
week" as a result of his
performance against
Western Michigan last
Saturday
Miller, who completed eight of 14 passes
for 89 yards and one
touchdown against the
Broncos, is only the
third freshman to win
"player of the week"
honors in the MAC since
freshmen became
eligible for varsity competition three years
ago

Mark Mill.r

Ohio Sfafe's Griffin
nearing rushing mark
NEW YORK I APi - Ohio
State's star running back
Archie Griffin, the national
co-leader in major college
rushing, is galloping toward
the all-time record lor consecutive 100-yard games.
Griffin has averaged 141
yards in each of his first
three games this season,
giving him a share of the lop
spot with L.C. Lyons of Ohio
University, according to
figures released yesterday
by The National Collegiate
Sports Services
GRIFFIN, a junior, now
has gained more than 100

yards rushing in 13 straight
regular season games, four
games shy of the mark set
by Oklahoma's Steve Owens
THIS SEASON. Griffin
has carried 66 times for 423
yards and four touchdowns
while Lyons has totaled 423
yards in 103 attempts
In other categories.
Temple's quarterback Steve
Joachim leads in total
offense with 265.5 yards u
game; New Mexico's Steve
Myer took over the passing
leadership, and Kansas
State's David Spare tops the
country's punters.

OHlio^PAYjOFF
WjINNERS
ANNOUNCED EVERY THURSDAY
Exclu~si ve ly ,'bn

«WM|ir

101.5FM

the best I can."
Boles made some
improvements during the
summer which aided his
fight for a starting position
Working out evervday and
developing pass-catching
techniques were just a few
of his training tactics.
"I caught passes and lifted
weights over the summer."
Boles said "I jogged about
three times a week for an
hour or an hour and a half. I
didn't know how good I was
or what to expect, so 1 kept
on working ''
What makes Boles as good
as he is. is his speed. The BG
receiver runs the 50-yard
dash in 4.5 seconds, ranking
as one of the fastest
members on the Falcon
squad
A GOOD quarterback also
helps develop good pass

The Falcons have two
young quarterbacks in Mike
Bath and Mark Miller, and
Boles feels secure with both.
"I have a lot of confidence
in both our quarterbacks."
Boles said "Mark is really
an excellent quarterback.
He fits right in our
lineup he's a leader
"Mike is a good passer
too. but he's having his
problems right now."
Boles isn't thinking too far
ahead. He's hoping to hang
on to his starting role. He
said BG's winning ways
have been a result of
executing
with
effectiveness, including a
good combination of running
and passing.
"We're not a deep
threat," Boles said about
the BG passing game
"We're consistent on the
short pass, but don't count
us out on the bomb "

■KaVMBSHBaBMHI
Fait on defender* Oreg Davidson (No. 39). till WMdden (No. 90) and Joe
Russell (No. SI) iero in on Western Michigan's Jim White in last Saturday's
BG-WMU contest. The Falcons won the game, 21-13, to gain their initial MidAmerican Conference victory and raise their season record to 2-1. (Newsphoto
by Mike McNerney)

Pursuit

Ohio soccer powers collide today
By Pete Eeglehart
Stall Writer
It's not being billed as the
Super Bowl of Soccer, but
today's 3 30 home contest
between the Falcon booters
and a veteran Ohio Wesleyan team looms as an important Ohio Collegiate Soccer Association (OCSAi
contest.
While they are not
perched on top of OCSA's
weekly poll, the Falcons
own the third spot and the
Bishops occupy the fourth
position in the ratings
Cleveland State, a 2-1 victor
over the University of Akron
last weekend, holds the
number one spot while
Akron is in second place.
The poll is a major
criterion considered by the
NCAA tournament selection
committee when it picks
Midwestern teams for the
post-season tournament.
BOWLING GREEN won
last year's Ohio poll while
compiling a 9-1 regular
season mark and receiving a
second straight bid to the
NCAA tourney
Today's
game could determine
another bid
One of those nine Falcon
victories last year was over
Ohio Wesleyan and if last
year's bout had ended 30
seconds earlier. BG's season

mark would have been 8-1-1.
It took a goal by graduated
BG All-American Dave
Dyminski in the waning
seconds of the contest to
enable Mickey Cochrane's
squad to post a 2-1 win. The
Falcon head coach is
preparing this year's socc
team for another possible
nail-biter.
"They're a veteran ball
club with a lot of returning
players from last year,"
Cochrane said, "and I'm
sure they're not forgetting
last year.
"The game is a toss-up lor
sure I'm just glad we're
playing up here "
Indeed, the Falcon home
held advantage is significant as they have won
nine in a row on the home
turf
THE COCHRANE Corps
will be the same squad who
beat Kent last Saturday 7-0.
and Cochrane is hoping a
few minor flaws in the
Falcon play can be
corrected before game time
today.
"Against Kent, we were
going three to the ball and
this left some people open."
Cochrane said. "However. I
think it will be ditferent in a
more-balanced game "
Greg Lulhman and Craig
Tester have shaken off slight
injuries sustained in the

UAO Presents:

Day of the Jackal

Fri. 7:00-9:45
Sat. 7:00-9:45
in Grand Ballroom
Free with Student I.D.

Kent clash and will team
with fullbacks Glenn Jost
and Bud Lewis to stifle the
Bishop offense
Goalie Bill Heyne will get
his first bonafide test of the
season as he will be trying to
record BG's eleventh

shutout in the past three
years.
VETERANS Bart Hayden
and Bob Boss will again be
pacing the offense along
with sophomore Steve
Kittelberger. who tied the
school record of four points

Saturday with two goals and
two assists
If the Wesleyan game develops into the nick-and-tuck
type of game such as last
year's. Cochrane said he
feels he may have the trump
card with his abundant
depth

depth
"We're literally two-deep
at each position If we
happen to lose somebody,
we're fortunate to have an
equally fine player to
replace him with." Cochrane said

T.O.'s Campus Corner

CHRISTLINE

Across from Kohl Hall

Call 352-0379
24 hours a day

"Everything For Your Everyday Needs"

Let us help you.

Printed T-Shirts
Jersey's
Your name or special
designs

Christ The Savior
Evangelical Lutheran Church
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MIDNIGHT MOVIES!
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

THE HUTCH
PETHHOP
1011 S MAIN. BOWLING GREEN. O

"LARGEST PET SHOP IN OHIO"

352-8459

10 Gallon Tanks
ONLY

4.25 cents
10 yr. guarantee
12c below wholesale
Get Your Tanks Now
For The Upcoming Penny
Sale On Fish!
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